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   § 1. Introduction 

   The problem of giving reasonable measures of association when a population is 
°stratified was first investigated by Aoyama [1] . Recently Wakimoto [3] considered 

the problem more extensively. He gave an estimator of the correlation coefficient 

based on a stratified random sample and showed it to be superior to the one given 

by Aoyama. 

   The purpose of this paper is to propose new measures of association, test of 

independence and confidence intervals based on a stratified random sample. These 

measures are stratified version of Kendall and Speaman rank correlation coefficients. 
Throughout this paper we assume that each size of stratum is sufficiently large 

compared with that of sample taken from it so that the finite correction term may 

be neglected. In section 2 measures of association, tests of independence and con-

fidence intervals based on a stratified random sample is given. A stratified version 
of Kendall rank correlation coefficient is discussed in section 2.1 and then in section 

2.2 the one of Speaman type is discussed. In section 3 gains in efficiency due to 

stratification is demonstrated in the case of proportional allocation by comparing 

proposed measures with respect to Kendall and Speaman rank correlation coefficient 
based on a simple random sample.

   § 2. Measures of association, tests of independence and confidence intervals 

   Suppose that the population 7 with two-dimensional distribution function F(x) 

is classified into L strata {71, -•• , 7L}, which may be overlapping, in such a way that 
the two-dimensional distribution function F1(x) corresponds to the i-th stratum Iri 

satisfies the relation 

                                       L (2.1)F(x) = E waFi(x) for all x, 
                                                        ,=i 

                                                                         L 

where wi is a known weight of Fi such that 0 -� wi 1, E wi =1. 
                                                                                                i=i 
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    Now suppose we have a sampling plan to take a two-dimensional random sample 
                                                                                             L 

(XitXi)),•••, (2(1,x.g1) from the i-th stratum 7ri (i=1,,,L). We assume n = E ni 
                                                                                                                       i=1 

the total sample size. Let (XII), X12)), ••• ,(XT, XT) be a two-dimensional simple 
random sample of size n from the population 7r. 

   We need the following definitions and notations in the sequel. 

                   —1 if u < 0 

           S(u)=0 if u = 0 

                1 1 if u > 0 , 

               Ra ; rank of X',1,) among Xf", ••• , X;i", 

              Sa ; rank of X1) among X12), ••• , X(2) , 

             Ria ; rank of Xil, among xa), ••• , xg>i , 

              sia; rank of 21U1 among XW, ••• , X0i)i , 

              Rg;rank ofXPolamongXil),•••,y)in;,Xyi),• ••,X(iV, 

              sg; rank of Xa among Xg.), ••• , Xa)i, X(i19, ••• , X;ki. 

We get following equalities. 

                      n+11 n (2.2)Ra=+0Esuc,1)-4))             2
G                                                   a= 

                        n+-11 n (2.3)S,=+0E s(x1)— xg))                                  2 
p=i 

                         n+11 ni 
               i  (2.4)Ria= +2ES(XiP,— Xid)                        2G 19=1 

                           n'
0+11 ni (2.5)S 1 a-= ± 2 EiaS(X—X28))                         L.,G 

                       2 

                               n.1 nj (2.6)Rg—R1 a=--1+2E S( X Pc —XM) 
                                                                        ,3=1 

                             n • 1 nj (2.7)S14 —Sic, =0.1—+—o—ES(Xa) — X(i21). 
                                          L.L.ip=i

   2.1. Kendall's type 

   Kendall's rank correlation coefficient in the simple random sampling is defined" 
as 

       1                r
K =E S(XT—XOS(XT—Xd)                                                    ) .                           71(n-1) a�,8 

rK is an unbiased estimator of 

         = s(xP)—x21))S(xi2)—x22))dF(xi)dF(x2), xi = (xii), xT) i = 1, 2 . 

   In the stratified case we propose following rit as a measure of association , which
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belongs to the class of U-statistics considered by Yanagawa, T. and Wakimoto , K. 
[5]. 

                    L L 

(2.8)rR = E E wiwiti; ,                                   i-11=1 
where 

     1 (2.9)tii = ES(XP,),— XPd)S(Xa—Xi), 
                                     cr#p 

                         1 71i ni (2.10)to — E E S(XW — X(iiii)S(Xa — X(b) (i j) .                              nin; a=1,3=1 

   Let us put 

                coic(x1, x2) = S(xil)—.q))S(xi'—x?)), (2
.11) 

               Colci(x)= J S(x(1)-4))S(x")—x22))dF(x2) 

                                 x= (x(1), x(2)),xi = (xP), xF) . 

   THEOREM 1. (i) rt is an unbiased estimator of z- and its variance is given by 

    LLLw2w2 

(2.12)Var[di= 4E Var(X)]+2 2 E,,aii+2E a • •     i=1 ninin; 

where 

        ai,= Var [cic(Xii, X j2)] 2 Coy ECOIC(Xii, Xj2), C°K(Xil, X33)] • 

   (ii) Let n—> co in such a way that ni/n--21, where 2i is a constant such that 

0 < 2i < 1 (i=1,-,,L) and E 21= 1. Then -Vn (71-7) has a normal limiting distribution 

with mean 0 and variance 

                                         L (2.13)04'= 4E AiVar rgoici(Xii)]• 

     K 

   PROOF. (i) is obtained directly by simple but some lengthy computations and 

(ii) comes from a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 1.2 of [5], and so we 
shall omit the proof. 

   From the theorem we immediately get following corollaries. 

   COROLLARY 1. (Asymptotic optimum allocation) The infimum value of u'2 over 

all Ai such that 0 < 2i < 1 and E Ai= 1 is 
                                                    z=1 

                L2L 

(2.14)anpt. = WiAi) 
                                                                        t=1 

where 

(2.15)Ai = Var °K1(Xi1)1 • 

Further the optimum 2;' which attains the infimum value is given by 

(2.16) = wiAi/ E w;A; . 

   COROLLARY 2. (Asymptotic proportional allocation) When 2i= wi for all i= L 
we get a proportional allocation and of becomes
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                                                                              2 

(2.17)4.prop. = 4 { focidF— wi(go„,c/Fi). 
                                                                 i=1 

    Since F and Fi are assumed to be unknown and from (2.15) 

                                                                 2 

           Ai =dFi , 

then Ai is also unknown. Thus for the problem of testing and confidence interval 

we need its consistent estimator, which is given by the following Lemma. 

    LEMMA 1. Put 

                          w. ni L w . n.1(2
.18)g(xia) =aEco(xia, xo)d- E E CO(Xiay X)',3) 

                 fi�a nj ,3=1 
                                                ni 

(2.19)R-i= E g(xia)/ni , 
                                                     a=1 

and 
                                                ni 

(2.20)Si= E [g(xia)—gi]21(ni-1) , 
                                                     a=1 

then for Ai, given in (2.15), we get 

         ( ) E[Si] --> Ai as n 00 (i L) 
and 

          (iii) Si ---> Ai in prob. as n co (i= . 

    PROOF. See Yanagawa, T. [4] Lemma 2. 

   COROLLARY 3. Put 
                                                                       1/2 

(2.21)Ttn=n (1-7)12( E . 
                                                                    i=1 

then under the assumption of Theorem 1 TK n has a standard normal limiting distribu-

tion. 

   PROOF. Proof is immediately obtained from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. 

   From the lemma and corollaries we get following applications. 

                                                                                    L 

   APPLICATION 1. An estimator of optimum 2t is given as wiSi/ 
                                                                                                            i=1 

   APPLICATION 2. Consider the test of independence such that 

                     II; F(x(", x(2))= F(x(1), co) F(00, x(") 

                    AH; F(x(1), x(2)) # F(x(", co) • F(00, x("). 

Since under the hypothesis we get 7 = 0, TZ,„ given by (2.21) with 7 = 0 is proposed 

as a test statistic of the hypothesis based on the stratified random sample. 

Especially in the case of proportional allocation since we get v = 0 and caKi(x)= 

[2F(x"), 00)-1][2F(00, x(9-11 under the hypothesis, then o.r.prop. given by (2.17) 
becomes 

             „2                      ar.prop. = 4[1/9— E wi(i40KidFi) . 

Thus instead of Ttn, following T:.„,. is proposed as a test statistic. 

                                                              1/2                    Ttprop. =/n 71/2[1/9— E wigi] ,
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where gi is given by (2.19). 

   APPLICATION 3. Approximate confidence intervals of confidence coefficient 

<1—a) is given as follows. 

                       —2k(a/2)(E wiSi/Ai)1/2< 
                                                                  1=1 

                   Vn rt —2k(a/2)(E wiSi/Ai)1/2, 
                                                                      i=1 

where k(a) is an upper a percentile point of a standard normal distribution.

   2.2. Speaman's type in the case of proportional allocation 

   In the simple random sampling Speaman's rank correlation coefficient is 

                     312 ÷(R  "'"n-1-1 n± 1  {2.22)n—na=1"2A2• 
  rs= 

It is an unbiased estimator of 

                                                                         3 {2.23)13-= n+31[(n-2)f S(xii)—xP)S(x12)--xV))HdF(xi) 
                                                                                    i=1 

                      +fS(Xi)—xP)S(xr—x?))11 dF(xi)] 
                                                                                          i=1 

   In this section we shall give a stratified version of Speaman's rank correlation 

coefficient. It is quite complicated and that we shall consider it only the case of 

proportional allocation. Through similar discussions as previous section we can get 
an unbiased estimator of p based on U-statistics. But here we shall concentrate 

our considerations to estimators based on ranks and that we shall propose following 

r: as a measure of association in the case of proportional allocation. 

        LL 

(2.24) r: =,12 E,E [E(L—(Ln+21n(L 2)S                                                          ja—n21 _In•          20 -1-J.) z=ia=1 j�i1(�i 

   Put 

(2.25)cos(xi, x2, x3) = S(x1)—x21))S(xi2)—x32)), 

(2.26)0(x1, x2, x3) E' cos(xii, xi2, xi3)/2 , 

where the sum E' is taken over all permutation (i1, i2, i3) of (1, 2, 3). Then we get 

the following theorem. 

   THEOREM 2. (i) E(rn= p+BI(n+1), where 
   23 

        B= 3 Efc!)(x,,x2,x3)14dFi(xj)dF(x3)— 2J.0(xi, x2, x3)11dF(xj)} 
    i=1.1=1j = 1 

   (ii) Let n—> CO in such a way that nil wi for all then ^---n (r:— p) has 
a normal limiting distribution with mean 0 and variance 

(2.27)cir = 9 E wi [02(x)— pij2dFi(x), 
                                                             i=i 

where
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 3 

(2.28)Cbs(x)  0(x, x2, x3)11 dF(x,)                                                                    i=2 
and 

(2.29)pi.= cbs(x)dFi(x). 

   PROOF. As the proof of the theorem is complicated, we shall give it in the 

appendix. 

   Now let us consider the test of independence. Under the hypothesis we get 

p= 0 and cbs(x)=[2F(x(", 00)-11[2F(00, x(2)-1], then it follows that ar =- 9o-rprop/4, 
where arprop. is given by (2.17). Thus we get the following test statistic for the 

test of independence. 

                    T:,„= -Vn rr/3[1/9— w,Rd1/2, 
where gi is given by (2.19).

   § 3. Gain in efficiency due to stratification 

   In this section we shall consider the gain in efficiency due to stratification. 
Let X„,=(X), X(1)), a 1, 2, 3 be i. i. d. random variables with distribution function 
F(x), Xii3= XPd) be i. i. d. random variables with distribution function Fi(x), 

       and let us put 

                   co-k(x)_= coK(x, y)dF;(y), j . 

   LEMMA 2. 

   ( i) Var [coK(Xi, X2)] 2 Var Dpici(Xi)] • 

          L 
(ii) WiwiICOV IWK(Xii,X.72),CoK(X7i,X.73)]—Var 

                    i, 

             = E wiwiEficok(XiI)—Ecok(Xii)i—EC0K7.(X71)—Ecoici(X71)12 

   PROOF. (i) See Fraser [2], p. 227, Theorem 5.2. (ii) Since 

          Cov [yoK(Xii, X.72), coic(X71, X.73)]—Var [CaK1(Xii)1 

             = Ekok(Xi1)—Ecak(Xi1)i2—EICOK1(Xii)—EColci(X77)]2 , 

and 

         E wiwiElcok(X21)—Ec4(Xii)1[COICI(Xii)— ECoic1(X71)] 

             = E wiE[wKi(Xii)—Ecoxi(Xii)i2 , 

then we get 

           wiw;{Cov [colc(Xii, XJ2),CoK(X77, X,3)]—Var ICOKi(Xii)1} 
                i,j 

            = E wiwiElryok(Xii)—Ecok(X7i)i—EWKi(X71)—Ecolf7(X77)12 • 

   THEOREM 3. Suppose the proportional allocation. (i) Put
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      P= E wi IECoici(Xii)—EColci(X1)12 
                   J=1 

      Q= E JLEco.K(XJ1, XJ2)—Ecoic(X1, X2)12-2E wiCEyoK1(XJ1)—Ecolc1(X1)12 
                                                                                    i=1 

          +2E wiwilcov rgoK(Xii, Xj2),K(Xii,Xj3)1—Var Egalci(Xii)i} 
                     1,j 

then we get 

            42              Var ErA—Var [rE =  n PH- n(n —1) Q+0( n, 
and 

         42                 P+Q0 .                       nn(n-1) 

                  L„   (ii) Errs— p12—ED19—p12=nEiwiL jcbs(x)dFi(x)—d2+002) . 
   PROOF. (i) Variance of Kendall's rank correlation coefficient rK is given by 

        Var ErKi =  n4((nn--21))  Var EColci(X1)1+ n(n—2                                         1)Var EcoK(Xi, X2)1. 

Substituting (2.1), it follows 

        Var [rK] = 4wiVar [Colci(Xii)]+ wi[Ecolci(Xii)—Ecoici(X1)12} 
        n•J=1J=1 

                                        L 

                +  2 n(n -1)f w .w Var [coic(Xii, Xj2)1 

                                            L 

                            + wiwi[EcoK(Xii, Xj2)—EcoK(Xi, X2)12 
                                                  J,i 

                —2E wi {Var [Coici(Xii)]+CE49Ki(Xii)—Ecolci(X0i2}}. 
                                    i=1 

Thus from (2.12) we get 

                                    L 

    Var [rK]—Var Erin = E wirECoKi(Xii)—E40Ki(X012 
                             n i=1 

       +n(n-1) aw.wilEcoXJ2)—Egoic(Xi, X2)12 

                   L 

            —2E wilEcoKi(Xii)—Ecolc i(X1)12 
                         J=1 

                                I. 

           +2E wiw;(covryoK(Xii, X;2), coK(Xii, X13)1—Var Ecoi(Xii)i)} 

          2  { tL w.w•         + 
n2t;n-1• EC0K(Xii, Xj2)1-2 Cov [coic(Xii, X52), Cox(Xii, XJ3)1) 

               nW21 (Var [coic(Xil, Xj2)]-2 Coy Ccolc(Xii, Xj2), cox(Xii, XJ3)1} 
      4 2  (-i _( 

       n' n(n-2)n3 •
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            42  From Lemma 2,P+ n(n-1)Q� 0 is clear. Thus we get (i). 

   (ii) From Theorem 2 

 ED-s—p12—E[r:—p12= Var [rs]—Var Er: 1+0(1/n2) 

                           = Var [K]—Var[K*]+0(1/n2) , 

where K=6E"O(X„, X 1, Xr)/n(n-1)(n-2), the summation E" being over all com-
binations (a, A, r) such that 1 �a<A<r�.n. and K* is given by (2) in the appendix. 
Since K and K* are U-statistics, and through some similar discussions as (i), we get 
from the proof of Theorem 2 that 

                Var [K] =9Var Ns(X0i+0( n12 
and 

                            9 L                     Var IK*1=--Ewif[0,(x)—pi.]2dF,(x), 
                                    n where 

                     p,.= Sgb,(x)dF,(x), . 
Thus 

          Var Var IK*1=  wit92 p21+0( 12 

                       =101LL4$0,(x)dF,(x)—pi2+0( 12). 

                                      n Thus we complete the proof of the theorem. 

   NOTE. From Theorem 3 we get inequalities such that Var Var (I) and 
E[r,— p]' 4°12 asymptotically in the case of proportional allocation, which 

show the gain in efficiency due to stratification. Unfortunately these relations 

do not hold even asymptotically for arbitrary allocation. For example suppose 

F1= -•• = FL, which is considered as a " bad stratification ", then we get the inverse 

inequality 4 citp, ., where equality holds only when Ai = wi for all
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   Appendix. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (i) Put 

                          ----- 3$ co(xi, x2, x2)IIdF(xi) , 
then p can be written as follows 

(1)p=[(n-2)p,+3z-11(n+1) , 

where z- is given in section 2.1. From Yanagawa, T. and Wakimoto, K. [5] U. M. V. 

unbiased estimator of p, based on stratified random sample is given as following K*. 

(2)K* Al+ A2+ A3 , 

where 
         Lni 

      A,= 6EE0(xia, xa)/ni(ni-1)(ni —2) , 
                         2=-1 aKi.3,-,T 

       Lni 

       A,.= 611 wiwjE Ecb(xia,Xj;')/ni(ni—1)n; 
                                    r=1 

and 
        Lni nj nk 

       A3 = E W iW jW kE E E0(xia, X ji3, X kr) • 
                                      a=1 i3=-1 r=1 

By (2.25), (2.26), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) and using the relation ni = win 

for all i=1,--L (proportional allication), we get 

      (n —2)A1= 3E , w2                                  E CO(Xic, xi,3, xir)-4- All 7 
                                        a#,&#7 

                                                a#i-3 

          Lnj 

      (n —2)A2 = 3E wiw; E Eco(xia,xjr)Ininj 
                    i#j a=1 i3�7 

          Lnj 

              +3 E Witt' j E 1[2Ria—(ni+ 1)][2(SU, Sia) 
                    2� .7 a=1 

               +[2(Rg—R,)—ni][2Sic,—(ni+1)]1 /nin .)+A„ • 
and 

                   L w.w 
      (n —2)/1,=3 E"E [2(Rg—Rio) —ni][2(Sid,—nk] — A„ , 

                            nin j a=1 

where 

    Lni 

      A„= 6E 41— wi) E co(xia, -Y07 xir)/ni(ni-1)(ni-2) 
         1=1a�13�; 

                                a�7 

     Lnj ni 
       A21 = 3E wiwiaE—2wi) E[g9(xia, xj ,3, x11) 

         i#Jr=1a# ,3 

             ±y(Xisg, X jr, CO(X j;-, xia, X01/71i(ni —1)n; 
and 

        Lni nj 
       A31 = 6 E wiwiwk E E E co(xia, xjf3, xc-)Inin ink • 

           1� .1�ka=1 7=1 

                j�k 

Note that Un-2)K*+3711/(n+1) is an unbiased estimator of p.
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   Now 

       Lni 
      (n— 2)K*-P 3r: = 3 E ,„Z iE[2Ria—(ni+1)][2Sia—ni(ni +1)] 

                                                           a=1 

 L ni 

                   +3E WiW j E [2(Rg—Ria)—nAr2(Sg—Sia)—nj1/ninj 
                     ij a=1 

                                 Lnj 

                   + 3 E WiW j E DRia—(ni+1)112(Sg —Sia)—nil 
                      i*j a=1 

                   +[2(Rg—Ria)—ni]E2Sic,—(ni+1)1}/nin; 

                  + E wiw; E [2(Rg—Ria)—ni][2(Sa 
                      i�j�ka=1 

                                  i#1c 

                     + An+ A21— An 

      12niLn-I-1)                                          n+1)                  =2E E{ERY,(L 2)RiaALS.a—(L-2)Sia2 
    nArAi 

                     ± An+ A2i— Am+ A41, 

where 
          Lni 

      A41= 3E14 , E 12Ria—(ni+1)1[2Sia—(ni +1)i/ni(ni —1) . 
                 i=1 a=1 

Thus we finally get the equation 

(2) an-2)K*H-371 —All— An+ — A4,11(n+ 1) 

where rs is given by (2.24). 

   Now 

                  E(rP)-= p— E [All+ A21— A31+ A41]1(n+1) , 

and we get easily the relation ErAii+ An—An+ A411= B, where B is given in 

Theorem 2. Thus the proof of (i) is completed. (ii) Since it is easily shown that 

                 All+ A21— A31+ A41 ----> 0 in prob. as n 00 

and from Theorem 1, ^n (K*— pi) has a normal limiting distribution, then from (2) 

the asymptotic distribution of -Vn (71—p) is equivalent to that of / n (K* 

But it is known from Yanagawa, T. and Wakimoto, K. [5] n (K*—p1) has, as 

   co, a normal limiting distribution with mean 0 and variance ar given by (2.27). 

Thus we complete the proof of the theorem.


